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ABSTRACT

Criteria are an essential component of any procedure for assessing merit. Yet, little is known

about the criteria peers use to assess grant applications. In this systematic review we

therefore identify and synthesize studies that examine grant peer review criteria in an

empirical and inductive manner. To facilitate the synthesis, we introduce a framework that

classifies what is generally referred to as ‘criterion’ into an evaluated entity (i.e., the object of

evaluation) and an evaluation criterion (i.e., the dimension along which an entity is evaluated).

In total, the synthesis includes 12 studies on grant peer review criteria. Two-thirds of these

studies examine criteria in the medical and health sciences, while studies in other fields are

scarce. Few studies compare criteria across different fields, and none focus on criteria for

interdisciplinary research. We conducted a qualitative content analysis of the 12 studies and

thereby identified 15 evaluation criteria and 30 evaluated entities, as well as the relations

between them. Based on a network analysis, we determined the following main relations

between the identified evaluation criteria and evaluated entities. The aims and outcomes of a

proposed project are assessed in terms of the evaluation criteria originality, academic rele-

vance, and extra-academic relevance. The proposed research process is evaluated both on the

content level (quality, appropriateness, rigor, coherence/justification), as well as on the level of

description (clarity, completeness). The resources needed to implement the research process

are evaluated in terms of the evaluation criterion feasibility. Lastly, the person and personality

of the applicant are assessed from a ‘psychological’ (motivation, traits) and a ‘sociological’

(diversity) perspective. Furthermore, we find that some of the criteria peers use to evaluate

grant applications do not conform to the fairness doctrine and the ideal of impartiality. Grant

peer review could therefore be considered unfair and biased. Our findings suggest that future

studies on criteria in grant peer review should focus on the applicant, include data from non-

Western countries, and examine fields other than the medical and health sciences.
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Introduction

Criteria are an essential component of any procedure for
assessing merit (Thorngate et al., 2009). This is widely
acknowledged in the literature on grant peer review (e.g.,

European Science Foundation, 2011, Lamont, 2009). Yet, little is
known about the criteria peers use in assessing grant applications
(Johnson and Hermanowicz, 2017, Lamont and Guetzkow, 2016,
van Arensbergen and van den Besselaar, 2012, van Arensbergen
et al., 2014a). The paucity of studies on criteria of peers may be due
to the following reasons. First, getting access to data of funding
agencies has always been and still is difficult or even impossible
(Chubin and Hackett, 1990, Derrick, 2018, Pier et al., 2018). Second,
there is a multitude of criteria for assessing grant applications
(Langfeldt and Scordato, 2016, Moghissi et al., 2013) and analyzing
this multitude beyond simple and general criteria is challenging.
Third, criteria are a blind spot in research on peer review because
they are either unsayable or supposedly clear to everyone (see Tissot
et al., 2015). By ‘unsayable’ we mean that criteria are tacit and
therefore difficult or impossible to articulate and analyze (Gul-
brandsen, 2000, Ochsner et al., 2013). Lastly, research on peer review
is mainly interested in reliability, fairness, and predictive validity
(Reinhart, 2012, Sabaj Meruane et al., 2016) and not in the criteria
peers use or deem appropriate. In other words, research on peer
review has ignored content validity, that is, the question of which
criteria are appropriate for assessing grant applications (for a com-
prehensive definition of content validity, see Haynes et al., 1995).

However, studying and understanding the criteria that peers use
to assess grant applications is crucial for a variety of reasons. For
instance, according to van Arensbergen and van den Besselaar
(2012), it is important to study the criteria that peers apply to
improve transparency, quality, and legitimacy of grant allocation
practices. Moreover, some measures suggested to improve grant peer
review, both by funding agencies and in the literature, require
knowledge of peers’ criteria. For example, a global survey of scholars
finds that ‘greater training and explicit guidelines for peer reviewers
are needed to ensure the quality and consistency of grant funding
decisions’ (Publons, 2019, p. 4). Furthermore, policy makers and
funding agencies recommend standardizing criteria to make grant
review more efficient (NWO, 2017a) and less burdensome (OECD,
2018). Others suggest that criteria should be clearly defined to make
grant review more reliable and less subjective (Abdoul et al., 2012).
In addition to reasons directly related to improving grant peer
review, there are also less applied reasons for studying the criteria of
peers. For example, criteria can give insight into the recognition and
reward system of science (Chase, 1970) and the interplay between
research and research policy (Langfeldt et al., 2019). Research on
criteria can also examine presumptions such as grant peer review is
‘probably anti-innovation’ (Guthrie et al., 2018, p. 4), inter-
disciplinary research may be disadvantaged because ‘inter-
disciplinary proposal reviews may have to combine multiple distinct
understandings of quality’ (Guthrie et al., 2018, p. 6), and the high
degree of concentration of grant funding on certain topics and
researchers may be driven by uniform assessment criteria (Aagaard,
2019). Furthermore, research on peers’ criteria can generate evidence
on the content validity of peer review1. Interestingly, content validity
has not been addressed in research on grant peer review although
content validity is part of the paradigm that, from our point of view,
implicitly underlies most of the research on peer review2. It seems,
however, that funding agencies are becoming aware of the lack of
evidence on content validity as funders from 25 countries recently
concluded that ‘agencies around the world use very different criteria
[…] in order to assess research proposals. Strikingly few of these
criteria […] are evidence-based’ (NWO, 2017b, p. 12).

As literature reviews and compendia do not mention or only
briefly discuss grant review criteria (Moghissi et al., 2013; for
further evidence see Guthrie et al., 2018, Guthrie et al., 2019,

Shepherd et al., 2018), we present a systematic review on this
topic. In particular, we first introduce an analytical framework for
structuring criteria, then identify and characterize studies on
grant review criteria of peers, and eventually synthesize the cri-
teria contained in these studies3. In this way, this paper con-
tributes to advancing applied and basic research on peer review
and provides a basis for empirical and theoretical research on
peer review criteria, a much neglected but important topic.

Analytical framework
Peer review criteria exist in a myriad of forms and contents. This
is a major challenge for analyzing criteria and, according to
Langfeldt (2001, p. 822), one of the major problems for peer
review researchers: ‘The main characteristic of peer review—that
quality criteria have no standard operationalization […]—is the
main problem for students of peer review’. To address this issue,
we propose a framework for structuring criteria, which is based
on Scriven’s Logic of Evaluation (1980) and Goertz’ Social Science
Concepts (2006).

According to Scriven (1980), evaluation involves the following
four steps. First, the dimensions (the criteria of merit) along which
the object being evaluated (the evaluand) must do well, are specified.
Second, the levels of performance (the standards of merit) that
indicate how well the evaluand does on a dimension are defined.
Third, the performance of the evaluand is determined by comparing
the evaluand to the standards of each dimension. And lastly, the
results of these comparisons are synthesized into a statement of
overall worth or merit. These four steps underlie all evaluation
processes (Fournier, 1995, Shadish, 1989). We base our framework
on Scriven’s first three steps, as they are sufficient to analyze indi-
vidual peer review criteria. From these three steps we derive the
following four components of the framework. (a) The evaluated
entity denotes the entity or object that is being evaluated. It may be
the grant application as a whole or parts thereof, such as the research
question, the CV of the applicant, or features of the applicant, such
as her/his past performance. The evaluated entity is also called
evaluand or target of the evaluation. (b) The evaluation criteria are
the dimensions along which an entity is evaluated. Grant applica-
tions are typically assessed in terms of originality, relevance,
soundness, and feasibility. Evaluation criteria are also called qualities,
attributes or dimensions. According to Davidson (2005, p. 91), cri-
teria ‘distinguish a more meritorious or valuable evaluand from one
that is less meritorious or valuable’. Criteria and entities can be used
to generate evaluative questions such as ‘Is the project (evaluated
entity) innovative (evaluation criterion)?’ or ‘How innovative is the
project? Is project X more innovative than project Y?’. It is worth
noting that the term ‘criterion’ is inconsistently applied in the lit-
erature on peer review. It is used to denote the evaluation criterion
(e.g., appropriateness), the evaluated entity (e.g., research design), or
a connection of a criterion to an entity (e.g., appropriateness of the
research design). In this article, we distinguish between the evaluated
entity and the evaluation criterion as indicated above where analy-
tical precision is required but otherwise we use criterion as a catch-
all term. (c) The third component of the framework is the frame of
reference of an evaluation criterion. It is a benchmark against which
an entity is compared and indicates the value of an entity on a given
evaluation criterion. It corresponds to Scriven’s ‘standards of merit’
and may be metric or ordinal (including binary categories, such as
‘sufficient–insufficient’). For example, higher education institutions
will be graded on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘unclassified’ (quality
that falls below the standard of nationally recognized work) to ‘four
star’ (quality that is world-leading) in the REF 2021 (Research
England et al. 2018, p. 101). We choose the psychological term
‘frame of reference’ instead of standard or benchmark to emphasize
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the subjective and context-dependent nature of peer review. (d) The
last component of the framework is the assigned value. It is the value
an entity achieves on a frame of reference of an evaluation criterion.
For example, a journal article submitted to the REF 2021 would be
assigned the value ‘four star’ if it were world-leading in terms of
quality.

Goertz (2006, p. 6) argues that ‘most important concepts [in
the social sciences] are multidimensional and multilevel in nature’
and, hence, can be dissected and analyzed in terms of ‘(1) how
many levels they have, (2) how many dimensions each level has,
and (3) what the substantive content of each of the dimensions at
each level is’. We apply Goertz’ levels and dimensions to structure
the conceptual depth and breadth of the four components in the
framework and content to denote the meaning of the components
and their dimensions. In the Supplementary Materials (Part B),
an example is provided of how the framework can be used ana-
lytically and it is explained how the framework can unify different
structuring principles and terminologies that studies on peer
review criteria have used.

Based on the framework outlined above, the research questions of
this systematic review can be specified as follows: (1) What entities
are being evaluated in grant peer review? (2) What criteria are used?
(3) Which entities are evaluated according to which criteria?

The remainder of this article is organized into two main parts,
research map and research synthesis, which according to Gough
(2007, 2015) constitute a systematic review. In the first part, the
research map, we delineate the inclusion criteria, the search terms,
the literature search and screening, and the characteristics of the
included studies. In the second part, we present the qualitative
synthesis, which comprises a qualitative content analysis of the
evaluation criteria and evaluated entities extracted from the included
studies, a network analysis to examine the association between
evaluation criteria and evaluated entities, and a similarity analysis to
determine the overlap of the included studies with regard to the
evaluation criteria. On the basis of our findings in both the quali-
tative content analysis and the network analysis, we arrive at an
overall conceptualization of evaluation criteria and evaluated entities
used in grant peer review. The individual steps of this systematic
review were guided by the ENTREQ statement (Tong et al., 2012), a
framework for conducting and reporting qualitative syntheses.

Mapping the research on criteria in grant peer review
Inclusion criteria. Studies were included if they (1) developed
peer review criteria for grant proposals or established reasons
used by peers for accepting or rejecting grant proposals (2) in an
empirical and inductive manner, (3) reported method, as well as
sample (definition and size), and (4) named the examined criteria
or acceptance/rejection reasons. Studies were excluded if they
applied purely theoretically determined or otherwise predefined
criteria (e.g., Cuca, 1983, Fuller et al., 1991, Gregorius et al., 2018,
Hemlin et al., 1995, Hume et al., 2015, Kaatz et al., 2015, Lang-
feldt, 2001, Oortwijn et al., 2002, van den Besselaar et al., 2018,
van den Broucke et al., 2012), if they were presumably conducted
inductively, but did not specify this in their methodological
approach (e.g., Agarwal et al., 2006, Allen, 1960, Bootzin et al.
1992, Meierhofer, 1983, Moore, 1961, Porter and Rossini, 1985),
or if they focused on research quality in general without speci-
fically focusing on grant peer review (e.g., Andersen, 2013, Gul-
brandsen, 2000, Hemlin and Montgomery, 1990, Hug et al., 2013,
Mårtensson et al., 2016, Prpic ́ and Šuljok, 2009). Studies in which
evaluation criteria were not clearly identifiable as such were also
excluded (e.g., Coveney et al., 2017, Mow, 2011).

Search terms. As a simple search with the terms ‘peer review,
grant, criteria’ yielded less than 100 records each in Web of

Science and Scopus, a more sophisticated search strategy was
adopted. Particularly, search terms were established and orga-
nized in a five-step process. First, literature gathered for previous
projects conducted by the research team was searched for articles
that fulfilled the first inclusion criterion. Second, the references
cited by these studies were screened according to the first inclu-
sion criterion. Third, based on the studies obtained in this initial
search (n= 12), a bibliogram (White, 2005, White, 2016) was
prepared using VOSviewer 1.6.4 (Van Eck and Waltman, 2010).
In this bibliogram, words used in the title and abstracts of the
identified studies were ranked by frequency. Fourth, search terms
were extracted from the bibliogram and supplementary terms
were identified by the research team. In this process, the following
search terms were identified and organized into two categories.
The terms in category A qualify the terms in category B, which
indicate the subject matter relevant to this search:

A. Assess*, evaluat*, review*, criteri*, reject*, *approve
B. Research/grant/funding proposal*, grant applica*/allocat*/

panel*/peer review, funding decision, research*/scien*/
academ* funding, PROJECT FUNDING, PROJECT
SELECTION, FELLOWSHIP

Lastly, search strings were created. The search terms within
each category were combined with the Boolean operator ‘OR’ and
the two categories were linked with the Boolean operator ‘AND’.
Capitalized terms have additionally been modified in order to
restrict the outcome of the search string to the field of research
funding by only searching for those terms, for example ‘fellow-
ship’, in the proximity of the terms ‘research*, scien*, academ*’.
The proximity operator ‘NEAR’ was used to create search strings
(e.g., fellowship NEAR academ*) in the Web of Science and the
operator ‘W/15’ in Scopus (e.g., fellowship W/15 academ*). The
two operators are equivalent. The full search strings are listed in
the Supplementary Materials (Part C).

Searching and screening. The search strategy was English-
language based, but publications written in further languages
understood by the research team (French, German, Italian, and
Spanish) were screened as well. Grey literature has not been
searched systematically, however, grey literature identified in the
searches was included in this article. The search and screening
process was carried out between August and October 2018.

Using the search strings indicated above, the Web of Science
and Scopus were searched and records screened in several rounds
(Fig. 1). In case of uncertainty, publications were included in the
next screening round. In the first round, all titles were screened to
determine publications relevant to criteria for grant peer review
(i.e., inclusion criterion 1). As the search strategy favors inclusion
over specificity, it yielded 12,628 publications and it was possible
to exclude as many as 11,723 publications on the basis of the title.
In the second round, the abstracts of 905 publications were
screened according to inclusion criteria 1 and 2 and 800
publications that did not meet these two criteria were excluded.
In the third round, the full texts of 105 publications were
examined and those that clearly did not meet criteria 1 to 4 were
excluded. After this first screening of full texts, 43 publications
were identified as highly likely to meet all four inclusion criteria.
At this point, a citation-based search exploiting direct citation
relationships (Belter, 2016) was conducted in order to comple-
ment the search term based queries described above. References
and citing publications of the 43 publications served as input for
this search. While references were directly extracted from the
publications, citing publications were searched in the Web of
Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar. A total of 3,558 records
were identified in this way, whereby the research team found high
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redundancy across databases and a large overlap with the results
of the prior searches in the Web of Science and Scopus.
Therefore, the titles of these records could be screened quickly
and 3,541 publications were discarded based on inclusion criteria
1 and 2. The full texts of the remaining 47 publications were
screened and those clearly not meeting criteria 1 to 4 were
excluded (n= 10). An additional 37 potentially relevant studies
were identified in this process. In the sixth and final screening
round, the full texts of the 43 studies included after the third
screening round plus the 37 studies resulting from the citation-
based search were closely examined and final inclusion decisions

were made on the basis of all four inclusion criteria. In total,
12 studies were included in the qualitative synthesis (i.e., Abdoul
et al., 2012, Guetzkow et al., 2004, Hartmann and Neidhardt,
1990, Lahtinen et al., 2005, Lamont, 2009, Pier et al., 2018, Pollitt
et al., 1996, Reinhart, 2010, Schmitt et al., 2015, Thomas and
Lawrence, 1991, van Arensbergen et al., 2014b, Whaley et al.,
2006). Hartmann’s and Neidhardt’s (1990) joint article was
included, but not their books (Hartmann, 1990, Neidhardt, 1988),
as they contain the same criteria as the joint article. Although the
study of Guetzkow et al., (2004) is part of Lamont’s book (2009)
and both studies are based on the same data, the two studies were

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of searching, screening, and inclusion of publications. Black indicates search processes and gray indicates screening processes.
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both included as they applied different structuring principles to
the material. However, the criteria from Guetzkow et al. (2004)
were only included once in the qualitative synthesis to avoid
duplication of criteria.

Study characteristics. The included studies were coded for the
following 14 characteristics: publication year, publication lan-
guage, document type of publication, field of research studied,
region funding agency belongs to, type of funding agency,
objective of examined funding program, purpose of study, study
conducted by insider or outsider, method of data collection, stage
of review process criteria refer to, sample size, criteria levels per
study, and criteria dimensions per study. The fields of research
examined in the studies were categorized according to the six
broad fields of the FORD classification (OECD, 2015). Based on
the abstract, introduction and discussion, the purpose of a study

was either coded as improving or understanding grant peer
review. Studies with an improvement focus address deficits of
peer review (e.g., low reliability), set up review criteria for a
funding program, or educate potential applicants about common
deficiencies of grant applications. In contrast, studies with a focus
on understanding grant peer review are not interested in applied
research questions and examine, for example, the criteria actually
used by peers, the meaning of criteria in different disciplines, or
epistemic and social aspects of the review process. To determine
whether a study was conducted by insiders (i.e., researchers
examined a grant peer review process in their own field) or
outsiders, the authors’ affiliation reported in the study were
compared with the fields examined in the study. The methods of
data collection were categorized according to whether data was
collected from actual peer review processes (i.e., written reviews,
oral comments) or whether information was elicited from scho-
lars (i.e., through interviews, surveys, or the Delphi method). The
objectives of the examined funding programs were coded as either
funding projects (e.g., research or collaboration projects) or
funding scholars (e.g., career development, scholarships). Levels
and dimensions from the analytical framework were used to
quantify how each study structured its criteria. While all
dimensions on each level were counted, only the dimensions on
the lowest level will be reported since this is the best indicator of
the conceptual breadth of a study.

The main characteristics of the 12 included studies are
summarized in Table 1. The first study on grant review criteria,
which is clearly identifiable as inductive and empirical, was
conducted by Hartmann and Neidhardt in 1990. The studies were
published in English (n= 11) or German (n= 1) and as journal
article (n= 11) or book (n= 1). Two-thirds of the studies
examine criteria in the medical and health sciences, while studies
in other fields are scarce. Few studies compare criteria across
different fields (n= 3) and none focuses on criteria for
interdisciplinary research. In general, studies on criteria in the
medical and health sciences were done by insiders, involve just
one field or discipline, and focus on improving grant peer review.
In contrast, studies on other fields were conducted by outsiders,
involve two or more fields, and focus on understanding grant peer
review. The included studies cover funding agencies from six
countries (Finland, France, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland,
USA), which can be grouped in two regions (USA and
Continental Europe). Although the studies typically focus on
large government agencies (e.g., NIH, German Research Founda-
tion), there are also three studies that analyze university-based
funding schemes and small, non-governmental agencies. The
objectives of the examined grant schemes were either to fund
research projects (n= 6) or scholars (n= 3). Three studies did
not report any objectives. Grant schemes with other funding
objectives, such as collaboration, infrastructure, or knowledge
transfer are not among the included studies. Five studies collected
data from actual peer review processes (written reviews, oral
comments) while seven elicited information from scholars. In the
latter studies, scholars were either interviewed about the criteria
they have used in panels and written reviews or they were
involved in multi-stage designs (e.g., Delphi survey) to set up
review criteria for funding programs. The sample size of the
studies that used actual review data is on average larger (unit:
documents, mean= 308, median= 212, minimum= 51, max-
imum= 639) than the sample size of the studies that elicited data
from scholars (unit: persons, mean= 48, median= 48.5, mini-
mum= 12, maximum = 81). Most studies analyzed criteria of
individual reviews (n= 7), while only few studies focused on
criteria used in panels (n= 3). One study based its analysis on
data from both individual reviews and panels and another does
not report the stage of the review process the criteria refer to. The

Table 1 Characteristics of studies that inductively examined
grant review criteria.

Characteristic Summary data

Publication year
First study 1990
Latest study 2018
Mean 2006
Median 2007.5
Fields in which criteria were studieda

Natural sciences 2 (17%)
Engineering and technology 2 (17%)
Medical and health sciences 8 (67%)
Social sciences 4 (33%)
Humanities 3 (25%)
Agricultural sciences 0 (0%)
Region in which data was collected
USA 6 (50%)
Europe (CH, FRA, FIN, GER, NLD) 6 (50%)
Purpose of study
Improving grant peer review 7 (58%)
Understanding grant peer review 5 (42%)
Study conducted by
Insiders 6 (50%)
Outsiders 6 (50%)
Method of data collection
Interview, survey, Delphi method 7 (58%)
Actual reviews and comments 5 (42%)
Stage of review process criteria refer to
Individual review 7 (58%)
Panel review 3 (25%)
Individual and panel review 1 (8%)
Not reported 1 (8%)
Objective of examined funding program
Funding projects (knowledge creation) 6 (50%)
Funding scholars (talent development) 3 (25%)
Not reported 3 (25%)
Criteria levels per study (‘depth’)
Minimum 1
Maximum 4
Mean 2.25
Modeb 2
Criteria dimensions per study (‘breadth’)
Minimum 7
Maximum 66
Mean 26
Median 21.5

Data given as number and percentage of total studies included (N= 12).
aSome studies included more than one field in their analysis.
bAs the data distribution does not allow to indicate a meaningful median, the mode is reported.
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structure of the criteria can generally be characterized as flat and
broad. Nine studies organize their criteria on one or two
hierarchical levels and three studies on three or four levels. The
number of dimensions (i.e., the breadth of the reported criteria)
ranges widely from seven to 66 and averages 26 (median= 21.5).

Qualitative synthesis
Methods
Quality and relevance appraisal. Systematic reviews usually
involve an appraisal of the quality and relevance of the included
studies ‘to judge the usefulness of the results [of the included
studies] for answering the review question’ (Gough, 2007, p. 219)
and ‘to determine how much “Weight of Evidence” should be
given to the findings of a research study’ (Gough, 2007, p. 214). In
the present study, we did not conduct such an appraisal for two
reasons. First, we have applied narrow inclusion criteria and we
therefore consider all included studies as useful. Second, giving
some studies more weight than others would not be meaningful
with regard to the research questions.

Data extraction. All included studies provided short descriptions
of the criteria either in a table or as a list in the text. These
descriptions, along with the criteria names, were entered verbatim
into Microsoft Excel and the original structure of the criteria was
preserved. Some studies also provided quotes or discussed criteria
in great detail. Such text parts were not included as it was
extremely difficult or impossible to distinguish the criterion under
discussion from other criteria also contained in these text strings.
A total of 312 criteria were extracted.

Qualitative content analysis. A qualitative content analysis
(Mayring, 2014, Mayring, 2015) was conducted to summarize the
content of the extracted data. The analytical framework outlined
in the Introduction served as background knowledge in the
content analysis. First, the extracted data was split into entity and
criteria segments to disentangle complex configurations consist-
ing of multiple entities and criteria, and to relate criteria to
entities, which was necessary to answer the third research ques-
tion. In particular, a new row was used for each entity in Excel
and the corresponding criteria were written in separate columns
in the same row. For example, ‘budget and equipment are
described and appropriate’ was split into ‘budget–described,
appropriate’ and ‘equipment–described, appropriate’. This seg-
mentation expanded the extracted data from 312 to 373 rows. In a
second step, two coders (MA, SEH) independently developed
codes for evaluated entities and evaluation criteria based on the
first half of the data in Atlas.ti 8. In particular, coders went
through the data line by line and generated a new code each time
data could not be subsumed under existing codes. The coders
then compared and discussed their codes and agreed on common
codes. They worked through the first part of the data again and
then jointly revised and finalized the codes. Residual codes (e.g.,
‘other entity’) were created so that that all segments could be
coded. This resulted in 30 entity codes and 15 criteria codes. In a
third step, each coder independently coded the whole data in
Excel, assigned one code to each entity (one variable with 30
codes), and decided which of the criteria were reported for an
entity (15 variables with the two codes ‘present’ and ‘absent’). For
example, the string ‘budget is described and appropriate’ was
assigned to ‘budget’ (entity code) and ‘completeness–present’, as
well as ‘appropriateness–present’ (criteria codes). After coding
was completed, Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2004, Krip-
pendorff, 2011) was computed in R 3.5.2 (R Core Team, 2018)
using the icr package (Staudt, 2019) to assess the inter-coder
reliability of the two coders with regard to the evaluation criteria

(15 variables) and the evaluated entities (one variable). Alpha was
calculated for each of these variables and the coefficients of the 15
criteria variables were then averaged to provide a single reliability
index for the coded criteria. Krippendorff’s alpha was 0.78 for the
entity variable and 0.69 for the averaged criteria variables, indi-
cating substantial agreement according to Landis and Koch
(1977). According to Krippendorff’s (2004) more conservative
benchmarks, these alpha values allow drawing tentative conclu-
sions. Based on the reliability analysis, the coders discussed
coding disagreements until consensus was reached.

Conceptual counting. The frequencies of the coded entity and
criteria variables were computed and transformed from ‘full
counting’ to ‘conceptual counting’ to balance quantitative pecu-
liarities of individual studies. While full counting takes into
account every occurrence of a code, conceptual counting con-
siders an occurrence of an unconnected code (i.e., an entity
without a related criterion, a criterion without a related entity) or
a combination of codes (i.e., a particular connection of a criterion
to an entity) only once per study. For example, the connection of
‘extra-academic relevance’ to ‘project in general’ occurred 19
times in Schmitt et al. (2015) but was considered only once in
conceptual counting.

Jaccard Index. Following (Fried, 2017), the Jaccard Index, a
similarity measure for binary data, was calculated to determine
the overlap of the included studies with regard to the coded
evaluation criteria. The Jaccard Index was defined as the number
of criteria two studies share divided by the sum of shared criteria
and the criteria unique to each of the two studies. The publica-
tions of Guetzkow et al. (2004) and Lamont (2009) were pro-
cessed as one study because they are complementary in terms of
criteria. The Jaccard Index was calculated for each study pair and
the indices were then averaged to provide a single overlap mea-
sure. A Jaccard Index of 0 indicates no overlap and 1 indicates
total overlap.

Network analysis. To examine the association between evaluation
criteria and evaluated entities in terms of content, a bipartite
network was created in VOSviewer 1.6.4 (Van Eck and Waltman,
2010) with two types of nodes (evaluated entities, evaluation
criteria) and connections between entities and criteria as edges.
Node sizes and edge weights were taken from the conceptual
counting data. The residual categories ‘no entity reported’ and
‘other entity’ (see Table 2) were not included in the network as
they have no relevant semantic meaning. The entity ‘social skills’
was also not included as it had no connection to a criterion. To
detect clusters of criteria and entities in the network, the
DIRTLPAwb+ algorithm (Beckett, 2016) implemented in version
2.11 of the R package bipartite (Dormann et al., 2008) was used.
The analysis was run with the function metaComputeModules
using the default parameters. In network science, clusters are
called communities. Hence, the detected clusters are indicated as
communities in this article. Lastly, the following descriptive sta-
tistics were calculated to characterize the association between
criteria and entities quantitatively: number of criteria which were
reported without a related entity, number of entities which were
reported without a related criterion, average number of reported
criteria per reported entity, number of different entities to which
a criterion was connected.

Results
Evaluated entities. The entities were organized on two levels and
specified by four dimensions on the basic level and by 30
dimensions on the second level in the qualitative content analysis
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Table 2 Evaluated entities resulting from the qualitative content analysis.

Entity Description Full counting
(N= 373)

Conceptual
counting
(N= 256)

Applicant 80 (21%) 47 (18%)

Applicant in general Entity is concerned with the investigator(s), applicant(s), co-applicant(s), collaborator(s), and the research team in
general without providing further details.
Example: ‘evaluation of the team (collaborators, consultants)’

26 (7%) 7 (3%)

Generic qualifications Entity is concerned with professional or expert qualifications of the applicant(s) in general without providing further
details. Example: ‘The qualifications of the staff/personnel are adequate to meet project’s goals’

6 (2%) 5 (2%)

Research skills Entity is concerned with the knowledge, expertize, and research skills of the applicant.
Examples: ‘broad expertize’, ‘writing skill’, ‘investigator not familiar with particular data base or technique’

11 (3%) 9 (4%)

Social skills Entity is concerned with social skills of the applicant.
Examples: ‘ability to motivate others’, ‘fit in a group’, ‘leadership skills’

7 (2%) 1 (1%)

Academic background Entity is concerned with the training, education and professional experience the applicant has made, with previous/current
employers, and with former/current positions.
Examples: ‘past experience of the applicant’, ‘previous employers/institute’

15 (4%) 11 (4%)

Past performance Entity is concerned with the applicant’s past research performance, research accomplishments, previous publications, and
grants.
Examples: ‘track record of the applicant’, ‘insufficient professional publications’

7 (2%) 6 (2%)

Reputation Entity is concerned with the reputation, esteem, and prestige of the applicant.
Examples: ‘applicant’s esteem within the scientific community’, ‘awards’

4 (1%) 4 (2%)

Other Entity is concerned with aspects related to the applicant which could not be assigned to any of the other applicant entities.
Example: ‘researcher time fully scheduled’

4 (1%) 4 (2%)

Project 269 (72%) 191 (75%)

Project in general Entity is concerned with the proposed research project in general and is referred to as (proposed) study, project, research,
or as application, proposal.
Example: ‘originality of the study’

50 (13%) 29 (11%)

Current state Entity is concerned with the current state of research and the literature review.
Example: ‘Literature review inadequate or inappropriate’

3 (1%) 3 (1%)

Topic Entity is concerned with the research topic and the content of the proposed study.
Examples: ‘new topic’, ‘The health care concept to be examined is tailored to patient needs and equal opportunities’

15 (4%) 6 (2%)

Research question Entity is concerned with the research question or problem, the hypotheses, the scope or focus of the study, and the
research goals or aims.
Example: ‘The research question is relevant for patients’

19 (5%) 17 (7%)

Theory Entity is concerned with theoretical and conceptual aspects of the proposed research.
Example: ‘The project is guided by a clear theoretical framework, model, or philosophy of mental health’

15 (4%) 9 (4%)

Approach Entity is concerned with the approach of the proposed research.
Example: ‘original approach’

10 (3%) 4 (2%)

Preparatory work Entity is concerned with preparatory work that is directly related to the proposed project.
Example: ‘Pilot work not done, or pilot results not adequately discussed or conflict with proposal’

3 (1%) 3 (1%)

Data Entity is concerned with the data or sample, its properties, and data collection and handling.
Example: ‘data collection and/or data management procedures unclear, inappropriate, or unreliable’

25 (7%) 22 (9%)

Ethics Entity is concerned with ethical aspects of the proposed research such as implications for participants or the independence
of applicants from sponsors.
Examples: ‘lack of medical supervision’, ‘There is no promotion of industrial interests’

11 (3%) 7 (3%)

Method in general Entity is concerned with method(s) and methodology in general without providing further details.
Examples: ‘synthesis of methods’, ‘deficiency in methodology’

16 (4%) 11 (4%)

Methodological details Entity comprises a wide variety of methodological details.
Examples: ‘interviewer standardization (training) not described’, ‘instrument psychometric properties not established’

18 (5%) 13 (5%)

Research design Entity is concerned with the research design.
Example: ‘research design problems’

9 (2%) 9 (4%)

Evaluation Entity is concerned with the quality assurance, monitoring and evaluation of the proposed research processes and the
evaluation of the outcomes of the project.
Examples: ‘The concept for quality assurance and quality management of the project is described in the application’, ‘The
evaluation includes patient-relevant endpoints wherever possible’

13 (3%) 7 (3%)

Analysis Entity is concerned with the analysis and the analytical plan of the proposed research.
Examples: ‘inappropriate statistical analysis’, ‘analytic plan lacks detail or justification’

8 (2%) 7 (3%)

Results Entity is concerned with the anticipated results of the project and is indicated by nouns such as outcome, impact,
consequences, discoveries, contributions, insights, findings, improvements, understanding, and knowledge.
Example: ‘The project makes an innovative contribution to the field of mental health’

22 (6%) 16 (6%)

Budget Entity is concerned with the requested financial resources, costs, budget and budget plan.
Example: ‘Comment on the application’s budget’

11 (3%) 11 (4%)

Resources Entity is concerned with required or available resources and includes references to resources in general, equipment
resources, and personnel resources. References to resources explicitly linked to the research environment and financial
resources are not included in this entity.
Examples: ‘Resources not well described’, ‘The resources described are adequate to carry out the project’

8 (2%) 6 (2%)

Project plan Entity is concerned with the schedule and timeline, as well as the general course of action of the project (e.g., the working
or research plan).
Example: ‘Comments on the presented working plan, the appropriateness of the timing or coordination between different
research units’

9 (2%) 7 (3%)

Other Entity is concerned with aspects related to the project which could not be assigned to any of the other project entities.
Example: ‘Weak dissemination plan’

4 (1%) 4 (2%)

Environment 11 (3%) 9 (4%)

Research environment Entity is concerned with the environment, in which the proposed research will be conducted. It refers to the institutions, in
which the project will be executed, and institutional resources, such as facilities, equipment or staff, that are provided for
the project.
Example: ‘statements about groups, laboratories, institutes, departments, or universities where the project will be
performed’

11 (3%) 9 (4%)

Other 13 (3%) 9 (4%)

No entity reported Code was applied to statements where an evaluation criterion was reported without a corresponding entity.
Example: ‘originality’

7 (2%) 7 (3%)

Other entity Code was applied to statements concerned with entities other than the applicant, the project, or the environment.
Example: ‘statements about the reviewer himself or herself’

6 (2%) 2 (1%)

Percentages do not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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(Table 2). The basic level comprises the four entities applicant,
project, environment, and other. The residual category ‘other
entity’ consists of items that could be of interest when studying
grant peer review processes holistically (e.g., statements about the
reviewer herself/himself), but it does not contain any entity
referring to grant applications. Hence, at the basic level, applicant,
project, and environment can exhaustively describe the evaluated
entities of grant applications. Quantitatively, the project is the
most important entity by far (72% of the assigned codes; full
counting, N= 373) while the applicant plays a minor role (21%)
and the environment is marginal altogether (3%). Correspond-
ingly, the project is the most detailed entity and comprises
19 sub-entities, while the applicant consists of eight sub-entities,
and the environment includes just one sub-entity. Moreover, both
applicant and project feature a residual category (‘other’), indi-
cating that there are additional sub-entities relevant to the eva-
luation of grant applications, which are not listed in Table 2. To
reflect that the included studies reported evaluated entities at
different levels of abstraction, four sub-entities were defined in
more general terms in the qualitative content analysis (i.e.,
applicant in general, generic qualifications, project in general,
method in general). They account for 26% of the totally assigned
entity codes (full counting, N= 373). Since the content of the
evaluated entities will be jointly interpreted with the evaluation
criteria in the section Association between criteria and entities, the
content of the entities is not discussed here.

Evaluation criteria. Fifteen evaluation criteria were identified in
the qualitative content analysis (Table 3). They were organized on
one level and comprise a residual category (‘other’), indicating
that there are additional criteria relevant to the evaluation of
grant applications, which are not listed in Table 3. The six most
frequent criteria account for more than two-thirds of the totally
assigned criteria codes (extra-academic relevance, 14%; com-
pleteness, 13%; appropriateness, 11%; originality, 10%; clarity,
10%; feasibility, 10%; full counting, N= 387). As the included
studies reported evaluation criteria at different levels of abstrac-
tion, two were defined in more general terms (i.e., quality, general
relevance). However, these two evaluation criteria occurred rarely
(4% of all assigned criteria codes; full counting, N= 387). Since
the content of the evaluation criteria will be interpreted together
with the evaluated entities in the section Association between
criteria and entities, the content of the criteria is not further
addressed here.

The analysis of the overlap of criteria yielded a Jaccard Index of
0.39, which indicates weak overlap among the included studies
when applying the benchmarks of Evans (1996) as suggested by
Fried (2017). Originality was the only criterion which appeared in
all studies. Other common criteria were clarity (10 studies),
academic relevance (8 studies), extra-academic relevance (8 stu-
dies), and feasibility (8 studies). The least common criteria were
motivation and traits, which appeared only in Lamont (2009) and
van Arensbergen et al. (2014b). A complete breakdown of criteria
by studies is provided in the Supplementary Materials (Part D).

Association between criteria and entities. The included studies
almost never reported a criterion without a related entity (7
occurrences, 2% of the totally assigned entity codes; full counting,
N= 373). In comparison, the studies reported entities without a
related criterion often (48 occurrences, 13% of the totally assigned
entity codes; full counting, N= 373). Among these entities
without criteria, applicant entities were overrepresented (28
occurrences, 35% of the totally assigned applicant codes; full
counting, n= 80) and social skills was the only entity for which
no related criterion has been reported in any study. On average,

the studies reported one criterion per entity (mode= 1, mean=
1.05; full counting, n= 360 after excluding ‘no entity reported’,
n= 7, and ‘other entity’, n= 6).

The criteria were used in the following configuration to
evaluate the main entities applicant, project, and environment.
Originality, relevance (general, academic, non-academic), rigor,
and coherence/justification were exclusively used to assess the
project. Also exclusive were motivation and traits, which were
only used to evaluate the applicant. In contrast, quality, clarity,
and completeness were used with both project and applicant.
Appropriateness, diversity, and feasibility were the only criteria
which were used to assess all three main entities. Figure 2
provides a detailed overview of the association between criteria
and sub-entities. It shows that, for example, the criteria
appropriateness and completeness were used to evaluate 19
different sub-entities. In contrast, motivation and traits were used
to assess just one sub-entity (applicant in general). On average, a
criterion was used to evaluate 8.9 different sub-entities (median=
8, minimum= 1, maximum= 19).

A network analysis was conducted to examine the association
between evaluation criteria and evaluated entities in terms of
content. Using the the DIRTLPAwb+ algorithm, six communities
of criteria and entities were detected (Fig. 2). Since we could not
interpret community 3 on its own in a meaningful way and since
it is semantically related to community 4, we merged the two
communities, which reduced the total number of communities to
five. These five communities were included in the bipartite
network (Fig. 3) and are indicated by colors (e.g., red
community). Accordingly, red corresponds to community 1
identified with the DIRTLPAwb+ algorithm, orange to commu-
nity 2, green to the communities 3 and 4, blue to community 5,
and purple to community 6.

The communities portrayed in the bipartite network (Fig. 3)
can be described as follows. The red community is the smallest of
all communities and comprises one general entity (applicant in
general) and three criteria (motivation, traits, diversity). This
community is only weakly connected to the other communities
and focuses on assessing the person and personality of the
applicant from a ‘psychological’ (motivation, traits) and a
‘sociological’ (diversity) perspective. More tangible aspects of
the applicant, such as research skills and academic background
are part of the orange and green communities. The orange
community consists of one criterion (feasibility) and eight entities
pertaining to the applicant, the project, and the environment. It is
well connected to the green community, which is also reflected in
an overlap of the two communities. In particular, research skills
and budget are entities that may fit semantically better to entities
in the orange than in the green community, but they are strongly
tied to criteria in the green community (appropriateness,
completeness, coherence/justification). Conversely, the entity
evaluation may fit better to the entities in the green than in the
orange community, but it is strongly tied to the criterion
feasibility in the orange community. The orange community,
including the overlap with the green community, suggests that the
feasibility of a proposed project is assessed based on the
qualifications (generic qualifications), achievements (past perfor-
mance, reputation, academic background) and abilities (research
skills) of the applicant, as well as on the available or requested
resources (research environment, resources, budget), and the
project plan. The green community is the largest community (six
criteria, ten entities) and is closely connected to the orange, blue,
and purple communities. Taking into account the overlap with
the orange community, the focus of the green community is on
assessing the proposed research process (preparatory work,
theory, data, ethics, methodological details, research design,
evaluation, analysis) on the content level in terms of rigor,
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appropriateness, and coherence/justification, as well as on the
descriptive level in terms of clarity and completeness. The blue
community is closely connected to the green community and
consists of one general evaluation criterion (quality) and four
entities (method in general, approach, current state, proposal
other). In contrast to the green community, here, the research
process is assessed in more general terms. For example, while in

the blue community the ‘quality’ of the ‘method in general’ is
assessed, the green community evaluates the ‘rigor’ and ‘appro-
priateness’ of ‘methodological details’. Lastly, the purple commu-
nity is closely tied to the green community and includes four
criteria (originality; general, academic, extra-academic relevance)
and four entities (project in general, research question, topic,
results). It focuses on assessing the originality and relevance of the

Table 3 Evaluation criteria resulting from the qualitative content analysis.

Criterion Description Full counting
(N= 387)

Conceptual counting
(N= 279)

Quality Criterion evaluates an entity in terms of general quality (incl. quality, poor–good,
weak–strong).
Examples: ‘methodological quality’, ‘weak dissemination plan’

10 (3%) 10 (4%)

Originality Criterion evaluates the originality of an entity. Evaluations of originality are indicated by
adjectives such as new, novel, original, innovative, unusual, unconventional, or nouns
derived from these adjectives.
Examples: ‘originality of the study’, ‘new theory’

40 (10%) 20 (7%)

General relevance Criterion evaluates the relevance of an entity without specifying for whom or what the
entity is of value. Evaluations of relevance are indicated by nouns such as significance,
relevance, importance, usefulness, timeliness, topicality, or adjectives derived from
these nouns.
Example: ‘significance of the proposal’s focus’

4 (1%) 4 (1%)

Academic relevance Criterion evaluates the relevance of an entity for academia (e.g., significance for the
scientific community, a research field, for scientific/theoretical advances).
Examples: ‘significance of the scientific investigation within its own field’, ‘significance of
impact on academia’

18 (5%) 16 (6%)

Extra-academic relevance Criterion evaluates the relevance of an entity for the non-academic sphere (e.g., for
society, policy, economy, technology, education, health care).
Example: ‘the research has practical relevance for health promotion activities’, ‘relevance
of the results for solving societal, economic, technical or psychic problem’

54 (14%) 22 (8%)

Appropriateness Criterion evaluates the appropriateness of an entity. Evaluations of appropriateness are
indicated by adjectives such as appropriate, adequate, sufficient, suitable, or nouns
derived from these adjectives.
Examples: ‘appropriateness of the funds requested’, ‘insufficient professional
publications’, ‘inappropriate protection of human subjects’

44 (11%) 38 (14%)

Rigor Criterion evaluates whether/how an entity has been, is or will be done according to
scholarly standards for conducting research. Evaluations of rigor are indicated by verbs
(e.g., done, established, measured, estimated, studied, considered, planned,
operationalized, pre-registered), adjectives (e.g., sound, rigorous, solid, unreliable,
problematic), or nouns derived from these adjectives.
Examples: ‘important variables not measured or studied’, ‘pilot work not done’, ‘the
approach is sound’, ‘the evaluation plan is rigorous’

26 (7%) 20 (7%)

Coherence/ justification Criterion evaluates the coherence of one or several entities or whether an entity is
justified. Evaluations are indicated by adjectives such as aligned, coherent, compatible,
connected, consistent, justified, or nouns derived from these adjectives.
Examples: ‘there is coherence between the research problem(s), research question(s) and
research methodology’, ‘analytic plan lacks justification’

27 (7%) 25 (9%)

Completeness Criterion evaluates whether an entity is (completely) described or reported. Evaluations
are indicated by verbs such as addressed, articulated, described, defined, delineated,
discussed, detailed, specified, stated, reported.
Examples: ‘All key elements of the research are defined.’, ‘The evaluation plan is described
in the proposal’

51 (13%) 41 (15%)

Clarity Criterion evaluates an entity with regard to its comprehensibility and clarity. Evaluations
are indicated by adjectives such as clear, comprehensible, explicit, organized, well
written/articulated, or nouns and adverbs derived from these adjectives.
Examples: ‘clear presentation (interview)’, ‘application poorly written and/or
disorganized’

37 (10%) 33 (12%)

Feasibility Criterion evaluates the feasibility of an entity. Evaluations of feasibility are indicated by
adjectives such as capable, feasible, practical, realistic, viable, or nouns derived from these
adjectives.
Example: ‘Verifiable qualifications and evidence of data access demonstrate that the
applicants are capable of carrying out the project’

37 (10%) 31 (11%)

Diversity Criterion evaluates an entity in terms of diversity and heterogeneity.
Examples: ‘institutional diversity’, ‘disciplinary diversity’, ‘cultural diversity among the
organization’s staff and board’

11 (3%) 8 (3%)

Motivation Criterion evaluates the motivation of an applicant. Evaluations of motivation are indicated
by nouns such as ambition, determination, perseverance, or willingness.
Example: ‘enthusiasm of the applicant’

7 (2%) 2 (1%)

Traits Criterion evaluates an applicant along a variety of personality traits. Such evaluations are
indicated by nouns such as authenticity, humility, self-consciousness, adjectives such as
intelligent, independent, talented, or adverbs derived from these nouns and adjectives.
Example: ‘humility’

14 (4%) 2 (1%)

Other This criterion serves as a residual category and contains all criteria which could not be
assigned to any of the other evaluation criteria.
Example: ‘Letters of support are lacking’

7 (2%) 7 (3%)

Percentages do not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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starting point of the proposed project (research question, topic),
as well as its endpoint (results).

Conceptualization. Based on the bipartite network and its
communities, we derived an overall conceptualization of the
evaluation criteria and evaluated entities involved in grant peer
review. In this conceptualization, the criteria and entities are
structured into aims, means, and outcomes (Fig. 4). Thereby, the
means describe how the aims are to be achieved in terms of the
research process and the project resources. The aims and outcomes
correspond to the purple community in the bipartite network (see
Fig. 3), the research process to the blue and green communities,
and the project resources to the red and orange communities.
Entities defined in general terms (e.g., project in general) and
residual categories (e.g., other entity, other criteria) were not
included in the conceptualization.

In our conceptualization, the aims comprise the research
questions, hypotheses, goals, and the scope or topic of the
proposed project. They are assessed in terms of originality,
academic relevance, and extra-academic relevance. The research

process includes those research steps and elements that are
necessary to achieve the aims (e.g., preparatory work, data,
theory, method, analysis). They are evaluated both on the content
level (quality, appropriateness, rigor, coherence/justification), as
well as on the level of description (clarity, completeness). The
project resources include the resources needed to implement the
research process, such as the requested budget or available
equipment, facilities, and staff. They also comprise the project
plan and timeline of the project. Moreover, in the included
studies, the applicant is given an instrumental role in the
implementation of the project and, therefore, she/he is repre-
sented as a project resource in Fig. 4. The project resources,
including the abilities and achievements of the applicant, are
evaluated in terms of feasibility. The applicant’s person and
personality, however, are assessed in terms of motivation, traits,
and diversity. The outcomes include the expected results of the
proposed project, as well as the anticipated benefits and
consequences (e.g., ‘outcome’, ‘impact’, ‘improvements’) and are
evaluated in terms of originality, academic relevance, and extra-
academic relevance.

Fig. 2 Association of evaluation criteria and evaluated entities (conceptual counting). Association frequency is indicated in shades of blue. Communities
detected with the DIRTLPAwb+ algorithm are marked red. Capital letters indicate to which main entity the sub-entities belong (A= applicant, P= project,
E= environment).
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Discussion and conclusion
In this article, we have synthesized 12 studies that examined grant
peer review criteria in an empirical and inductive manner. To
facilitate the synthesis, we introduced a framework that classifies
what is generally referred to as ‘criterion’ into an evaluated entity
(i.e., the object or target of the evaluation) and an evaluation
criterion (i.e., the dimension along which an entity is evaluated).
We conducted a qualitative content analysis of the 12 studies and
thereby identified 15 evaluation criteria and 30 evaluated entities,
as well as the relations between them. Based on a network ana-
lysis, we proposed a conceptualization, which groups these eva-
luation criteria and evaluated entities into aims, means, and
outcomes. In this last section, we compare our results to criteria
found in studies on research quality and guidelines of funding
agencies, discuss our results in relation to two normative posi-
tions, the fairness doctrine and the ideal of impartiality, and
present limitations and avenues for future research.

Aksnes et al. (2019) argue from a context-independent per-
spective that originality, scientific value, societal value, and
plausibility/soundness are the key dimensions of research quality
and that each of these four dimensions includes a variety of
aspects, which may be context-dependent. According to our
analysis, these four dimensions are clearly present in grant peer
review. While the first three dimensions match our evaluation
criteria originality, academic relevance, and extra-academic rele-
vance, the fourth dimension, plausibility/soundness, corresponds
to a group of criteria, that is to appropriateness, rigor, coherence/
justification, and quality. Since we have analyzed the association

between evaluation criteria and evaluated entities, we can also
indicate the specific entities mainly evaluated by these four
dimensions of research quality. While originality, academic
relevance, and extra-academic relevance were mostly used to
assess the aims and the expected results of the proposed project,
appropriateness, rigor, coherence/justification, and quality were
mostly used to assess entities pertaining to the research process
(e.g., data, theory, method, analysis). In addition to the four
dimensions of Aksnes et al. (2019), our synthesis has shown that
three other dimensions are important in assessing the merit of
grant proposals. The first dimension, quality of description,
assesses how the proposed project and information about the
applicant are reported and presented in terms of the criteria
clarity and completeness. The second dimension, personal qua-
lities, assesses the person and personality of the applicant from a
‘psychological’ (motivation, traits) and a ‘sociological’ (diversity)
perspective. Lastly, the resources needed to implement the project
(e.g., project plan, budget, research environment, applicant’s
abilities) are evaluated in terms of the criterion feasibility. Based
on these considerations, the criteria identified in this systematic
review can be summarized as follows: evaluation criteria used by
peers to assess grant applications= research quality (originality;
academic and extra-academic relevance; quality, appropriateness,
rigor, coherence/justification)+ quality of description (clarity,
completeness)+ personal qualities (motivation, traits; diversity)+
feasibility. This ‘criteria formula’ does not imply that peers use
each evaluation criterion in every assessment. Rather, we
understand it as a repertoire from which peers choose when

Fig. 3 Bipartite network of evaluation criteria and evaluated entities (conceptual counting). Criteria are displayed in upper case (RIGOR) and entities in
lower case (project plan). Node size indicates the frequency with which criteria and entities occurred. Edge size indicates association frequency.
Communities of criteria and entities are indicated by colors.
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assessing grant applications. In addition, we conceive the eva-
luation criteria (and evaluated entities) as situated concepts (Yeh
and Barsalou, 2006) that are (re)shaped by the actual assessment
in which they are enacted (Kaltenbrunner and de Rijcke, 2019).

Prescriptive criteria of funding agencies, as summarized by
Abdoul et al. (2012), Berning et al. (2015), Falk-Krzesinski and
Tobin (2015), and Langfeldt and Scordato (2016), generally
overlap with the criteria of peers identified in this article in terms
of research quality, quality of description, and feasibility. They
differ, however, in two important respects. First, only the criteria
of peers include an assessment of the applicant in terms of the
personal qualities motivation and traits. Second, the criteria of
peers do not include criteria emphasized by funding agencies,
such as strategic importance (Berning et al., 2015), promotion of
the public understanding of science (Abdoul et al., 2012), envir-
onmental sustainability (Langfeldt and Scordato, 2016), or return
on investment (Falk-Krzesinski and Tobin, 2015). This supports
Guston’s (2000) view of funding agencies as ‘boundary organi-
zations’ that stabilize the boundary between the research and the
policy domain against external forces and, at the same time,
continue to negotiate this boundary internally. The overlap of
criteria of funding agencies with the criteria of peers outlined
above is a sign of the stability of the boundary while the differ-
ences indicate that negotiations are continuing. Since our com-
parison of the criteria of peers and funding agencies is very
general, future research should address this in more detail, for
example, by using the framework of Langfeldt et al. (2019), which
is designed to study context‐specific understandings of research
quality.

Since peer review is often approached from a normative per-
spective, we discuss our findings in relation to two normative
positions, the fairness doctrine and the ideal of impartiality. In
their seminal work on peer review, Peters and Ceci (1982, p. 252)
articulated the ‘fairness doctrine’ which holds that access to
journal space and federal funds has to be ‘judged on the merit of
one’s ideas, not on the basis of academic rank, sex, place of work,
publication record, and so on’. The fairness doctrine resembles
the ideal of impartiality, which implicitly underlies quantitative
research on bias in peer review (Lee et al., 2013). The impartiality
ideal requires that ‘evaluative criteria have to do with the cog-
nitive content of the submission’ and reviewers have to ‘interpret
and apply evaluative criteria in the same way in the assessment of
a submission’ (Lee et al., 2013, pp. 3–4). In this way, evaluations
are ‘independent of the author’s and reviewer’s social identities
and independent of the reviewer’s theoretical biases and tolerance
for risk’ (Lee et al., 2013, p. 4). According to the fairness doctrine
and the ideal of impartiality, grant peer review is unfair and
biased because peers assess proposals, as our synthesis has shown,
also in terms of non-epistemic criteria such as the applicant’s
reputation, past performance, academic background, skills, and
personality. From the perspective of the fairness doctrine and the
impartiality ideal, this biasedness implies that peer review should
either be abolished or that non-epistemic components should be
excluded from the assessment process. As peer review is regarded
as indispensable in science and because epistemic and social
dimensions are inseparable in peer review (Derrick, 2018, Gläser
and Laudel, 2005, Hirschauer, 2004, Lamont, 2009, Lipworth
et al., 2011, Reinhart, 2012), we do not consider these options

Fig. 4 Conceptualization of evaluation criteria and evaluated entities used in grant peer review. Evaluated entities identified in the qualitative content
analysis are displayed in boxes and regular type. Evaluation criteria are linked to evaluated entities by gray lines.
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viable. Instead, we suggest following Lee et al. (2013), who pro-
posed to develop alternative normative models, which acknowl-
edge the sociality and partiality of peer review. We think that the
philosophical debate on values in science (e.g., Douglas, 2009,
Elliott, 2017) could prove to be particularly fruitful for this pur-
pose as it started from the value-free ideal, which is similar to the
fairness doctrine and impartiality ideal, and has advanced to
acknowledging and including non-epistemic values. Drawing on
Douglas (2016) and Elliott (2017), the following questions may
guide the development of new normative models for peer review.
What are the major ways in which values influence peer review?
Which values are legitimate in peer review? When and how are
they legitimate4?

Although this article cannot offer any recommendations for
peer review practice from a normative perspective, it informs on
which entities peers focus on when they assess grant proposals
and along which criteria they assess these entities. This infor-
mation may be useful for early career researchers who draft a
grant proposal or learn to review, for the broader scientific com-
munity when discussing normative models for peer review, or for
funding agencies that train reviewers. Moreover, this article pro-
vides a framework for analyzing assessment criteria, which may be
useful for funders in setting up and revising their review criteria.

This article has the following main limitations. As there is no
distinct discourse on the nature of (grant) peer review criteria in
the literature, relevant studies were difficult to identify. In addi-
tion, our search strategy was English-language based. It is thus
possible that not all pertinent studies are covered in this sys-
tematic review. Moreover, this systematic review does not ade-
quately represent review practices in grant funding as the number
of included studies is small and certain research fields (medical
and health sciences), regions (USA, Europe), stages of the review
process (individual review), and types of funding programs
(project funding) are overrepresented. We therefore expect that
future studies will discover additional evaluated entities and
evaluation criteria. We also expect that future studies need to
conceptualize the role of the applicant differently if they focus on
criteria in scholarship and fellowship programs. According to our
synthesis, which is mostly based on studies on project funding,
peers evaluate the applicant in terms of a resource needed to
implement the proposed project (instrumental role). In fellowship
programs, however, peers evaluate the applicant also in order to
decide whether she/he is suited for a further step in her/his
academic career (Kaltenbrunner and de Rijcke, 2019). Lastly, our
findings depend on the choices made in the included studies, such
as the number of reported criteria, the level of abstraction of the
reported criteria, or the words used to describe the criteria. We
assume that such choices could be the reason why we found a
weak overlap of evaluation criteria among the included studies
and why we found a high frequency of generally defined evaluated
entities (e.g., ‘project’).

Future research on criteria in grant peer review should focus
first and foremost on how exactly applicants are assessed as the
studies included in this systematic review reported only few
entities and criteria related to applicants. Second, because most of
the included studies focused on individual reviews of written
applications, other stages of the review process should be ana-
lyzed in future studies as well. In particular, we suggest examining
the criteria employed in panel discussions and in interviews of
applicants as these stages are central to grant peer review but
rarely researched. Third, future studies should examine fields
other than the medical and health sciences and include data from
non-Western countries to test if criteria vary across disciplines
and regions. Lastly, bias factors identified in quantitative studies
on grant peer review should be summarized and added to the
entities and criteria found in this systematic review to gain a

comprehensive understanding of how peers consciously and
unconsciously assess grant applications.

Data availability
All data analyzed during this study is cited in this published
article.
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Notes
1 Generating evidence on the content validity of peer review can be a goal in itself, but
content validation could also be a way to overcome the circularity inherent to the
validation strategies discussed and employed in research on peer review and
bibliometrics. For example, Moed (2005) und Harnad (2008, 2009) discuss the
validation of bibliometric indicators by correlating them with peer review ratings (i.e.,
the criterion variable). Some studies also proceed conversely and seek to validate peer
judgments with bibliometric indicators (i.e., the criterion variable in this case). These
validation strategies require that the criterion variable has already been validated
(AERA et al., 2014, Kane, 2006) but neither peer review ratings nor bibliometric
indicators fulfill this requirement (e.g., Cronin and Sugimoto, 2015, Harnad, 2008,
Marsh et al., 2008). From our point of view, a possible solution could be to generate
evidence on the content validity of peer review and thus validate peer ratings (for
content validation, see Haynes et al., 1995).

2 The paradigm resembles what is described in the Standards for Educational
Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 2014) and the Handbook of Test Development
(Lane et al., 2016). It casts peer review as an instrument or test that has to be evaluated
with respect to efficiency, reliability, fairness, and (predictive) validity.

3 Since this systematic review focuses on studies that have analyzed criteria applied by
peers (i.e., descriptive-inductive studies), it is important to emphasize that there are
three other types of studies on criteria (i.e., normative-theoretical, normative-
prescriptive, and descriptive-deductive studies). These four types are described in the
Supplementary Materials (Part A).

4 We understand a value as ‘something that is desirable or worthy of pursuit’ (Elliott,
2017, p. 11). For example, the evaluation criterion ‘originality’ is an epistemic value
while ‘extra-academic relevance’ is a social value.
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